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Abstract
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1. Introduction

1Federations are complex hierarchical organizations. Federations are typically
characterized by the coexistence of governments at the central, regional (i.e. state
or province) and local level. In each level of the federal hierarchy, a government is
usually endowed with a set of policy instruments, which is utilized to foster its
own objectives. Regional and local governments provide many public services and
goods. In many instances, however, the economic jurisdiction of a public good
provided regionally or locally exceeds the political jurisdiction of a regional or
local government. Pure public goods, such as national defense and abatement of a
national pollutant, provide good examples of commodities whose economic
jurisdiction, being the entire federation, encompasses all regional political jurisdic-
tions. Income redistribution, another important type of service which is often
provided regionally, may also generate interregional externalities. In the US, the
central government’s income-redistribution policy typically redistributes income
across individuals regardless of their regions of residence. In the European Union
(EU), on the other hand, the center redistributes income among the national
governments that constitute the federation. The member nations subsequently
redistribute income among their own residents. Wildasin (1991) shows that ‘‘when
households are mobile among jurisdictions, income redistribution by individual
jurisdictions create fiscal externalities’’ (p. 757). Similarly, Epple and Romer
(1991) find that local redistribution induces sorting of the population, ‘‘with the
poorest households located in the communities that provide most redistribution’’
(p. 828).

Students of fiscal federalism once believed that regional public goods that
generate interregional spillovers — that is, goods whose economic jurisdiction
exceeds the political jurisdiction of a single regional government — should be
controlled by a supraregional governmental level, namely, the central government
(see, for example, Oates, 1972). Recent works, however, have demonstrated that
there are circumstances under which regional policy making yields efficient
provision of public goods that generate interregional spillovers in federations (see,
for example, Silva, 1997; Wellisch, 1994). For example, in a federation with two
regions, identically productive and perfectly mobile workers will move between
the two regions until the utility of each worker in a region equates the utility of
each worker in the other region. If each regional government is benevolent and

1Casual observation of the distribution of powers and division of tasks among various levels of
governments in many well-known federations — for example, the US, Canada and Germany — clearly
demonstrates that federations are complex hierarchical organizations. Oates (1994) and Tirole (1994),
however, point out that economic models used to prescribe public policy have often neglected the
incentive problems associated with the hierarchical structure of the public sector. Notable exceptions
are Cauley et al. (1986), Silva and Caplan (1997) and Caplan and Silva (1999).
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chooses policy variables in order to maximize the utility of its representative
resident (worker) in anticipation that utilities will be equalized in the migration
equilibrium, each regional government will have an incentive to internalize all
externalities, including interregional spillovers. Such a ‘perfect incentive equival-
ence’ reasoning, first derived by Boadway (1982), was developed at greater length
by Myers (1990), but for a model without interregional spillovers. Myers’ results
were extended by Mansoorian and Myers (1993, 1997), who showed that labor
need not be perfectly mobile among regions for decentralized policy making to
yield an efficient allocation of resources. In their analyses, labor is imperfectly
mobile because individuals derive psychic regional attachment benefits. These
benefits — the consequence of cultural or social attributes — are likely to be very
important in federations such as Canada and the European Union where residents

2are culturally heterogenous.
In a setting in which individuals are attached to regions and regional govern-

ments provide public goods that generate interregional spillovers, Wellisch (1994)
demonstrated that the efficiency results obtained by Mansoorian and Myers do not
generally hold. As Wellisch puts it: ‘‘In the case of imperfect mobility, regions
disagree about their objectives since the migration equilibrium can no longer be
characterized by equal utilities in each region. At least one (of two) regions cannot
achieve its desired resource distribution within the federation, and this region has
no incentives to provide a socially efficient level of public goods generating
spillovers. The decentralized Nash equilibrium is inefficient. This result underlines
the importance of the degree of household mobility for the efficiency of
decentralized decision-making if there are spillovers’’ (p. 169).

Along the lines of this recent branch of the fiscal federalism literature, one of
the main purposes of this paper is to show that regional provision of a pure public
good — called federal public good — is generally efficient in the presence of
regional attachment benefits whenever the central government makes interregional
income transfers after it observes the contributions to the federal public good
made by the regional governments. By a federal public good we mean a
commodity characterized by the property that residents of each region care about
the aggregate level of such commodity available at the federation. Since we will
consider situations where the center is the only governmental level responsible for
income redistribution, the issues of local redistribution addressed by Epple and
Romer (1991) and Wildasin (1991) will not arise.

2Epple and Romer (1991) argue that modeling regional household attachment is also reasonable for
the US. They base their argument on empirical evidence about household migratory behavior in
response to differentials in welfare payments across American localities. Although the evidence
suggests that such differentials in welfare payments do induce migration, it also ‘‘suggests that the
response is not instantaneous, and it is clear that perfect stratification does not emerge in practice.
Hence, it would be desirable to extend the model in this paper by introducing factors that lead
households to be attached to particular locations’’ (p. 855).
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We shall consider three governmental regimes. We will first examine a regime
where the central authority controls all policy instruments. This provides a useful
benchmark for future comparison. Given our assumption about the center’s
objective function — a weighted sum of the regional governments’ objective
functions — we will be able, in the benchmark situation, to derive the entire set of
Pareto efficient allocations. The other two regimes are characterized by the
assumption that the central authority is solely endowed with an instrument to make
interregional income transfers. This will represent our characterization of a federal
regime in this paper: Both levels of government share responsibility over federal
policy making, namely, the central government controls the federal income
redistribution policy and the regional governments, behaving non-cooperatively,
jointly determine the federal public good policy.

Our federal regimes are hierarchical. The focus of our analysis is on the federal
regime denoted ‘decentralized leadership.’ In this regime, the regional authorities
are Stackelberg leaders and the central authority is a Stackelberg follower. This
seems to be a fair representation of the European Union (EU) federation, where
the governments of the member nations have historically precommitted to their
own public good policies — the environmental policies of the member nations
provide good examples — and the central government, through the Maastricht
Treaty, has been endowed with significant power to redistribute income among the
member nations after it observes these nations’ public good policies — i.e. the
interregional income transfers implemented with resources of the EU’s Structural
Funds. The allocation of the Structural Funds obeys the ‘additionality’ principle,
whereby the center’s role is restricted to the provision of additional resources to
help member nations to execute their own policies — such as infrastructure
development and pollution abatement. For the purpose of comparison, we will also
consider a second federal regime, denoted ‘centralized leadership,’ where the
regional authorities are Stackelberg followers and the central authority is the
Stackelberg leader.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the federal economy. To
emphasize the key role played by interregional income transfers in a federation
characterized by decentralized leadership and regional provision of a federal public
good, we will initially assume that residents are immobile. As we mentioned
above, we will examine and compare three governmental regimes: (i) a fully
centralized (our benchmark allocation) regime; (ii) a federal regime with decentral-
ized leadership; and (iii) a federal regime with centralized leadership. Our
comparisons will demonstrate that, under some mild assumptions, a federation
with decentralized leadership is superior to a federation with centralized leader-
ship. In fact, we will show that the interregional income transfer policy of the
center is neutral in a federation with centralized leadership whenever the regional
governments provide positive amounts of the federal public good. In Section 3, we
will relax our assumption that labor is immobile. We will consider situations where
individuals derive psychic regional attachment benefits. To better characterize the
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EU’s common labor market, in most of our analysis, labor will be imperfectly
mobile. The main result of this paper will then be presented: Irrespective of the
degree of labor mobility, a federation characterized by decentralized leadership
generally implements efficient income redistribution and public good policies.
Section 4 concludes the paper.

2. The federal economy with immobile residents

Imagine a federation with two regions, indexed by j, j 5 1, 2, two regional
governments and one central government. There are N individuals in the
federation. To simplify notation, we let N 5 1. The population of region j is
denoted n . To emphasize the key role played by interregional income redistribu-j

tion, we shall first consider a setting where individuals are immobile. Assume that
0 , n , 1. Each individual in region j consumes x units of a private good, qj j 1

units of a public good provided by region 1 and q units of a public good provided2

by region 2. The utility of the representative resident of region j, j 5 1, 2, is
assumed to be:

j j ju x , q , q 5 u x , q 1 q 5 u x , Q (1)s d s d s dj 1 2 j 1 2 j

jwhere u , j 5 1, 2, is strictly concave and increasing in both arguments. As
described by the utility function above, we shall consider situations where
individuals care about the sum of the public goods provided by both regions. Good
examples of such situations are the provision of national defense and the
abatement of transboundary pollution, where the total quantity of pollution affects
negatively the entire federation.

Each resident of region j is endowed with one unit of labor which is supplied at
region j. Workers are assumed to be identically productive and are employed in the

´ ´production of the numeraire good. The production possibilities for the numeraire
j jgood are represented by a strictly concave production function F (n ; L ) ; f (n ),j j j

where L denotes the fixed resource endowment of region j, say land. Sincej

workers are identically productive and are all employed in the production of the
´numeraire good, we assume that each individual’s total return from the productive

jactivity in region j is f (n ) /n .j j

´The numeraire good is used not only for consumption, but also as an input in the
production of the pure public good. Regional government j can produce q units ofj

the public good at a total cost of q . Each resident of region j, j 5 1, 2, faces thej

following budget constraint:
jq 1 t f (n )j j j

]] ]]x 1 5 (2)j n nj j

where, for each j, the left-hand side shows the resident’s total expenditure and the
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right-hand side gives his total income. The representative resident of region j pays
(receives if negative) an amount of t /n to (from) the central government. Thej j

central government shall make interregional transfers as it wishes provided that oj

t ; 0; that is, region 1’s interregional transfer must always be equal to thej

negative of region 2’s interregional transfer.

2.1. Pareto efficiency

We assume the following objective function for the center:
1 2W x , x , Q 5uu x , Q 1 (1 2u )u x , Q (3)s d s d s d1 2 1 2

We assume that u [ (0, 1). The parameter u corresponds to the weight put on the
region 1’s welfare by the center. We assume that this parameter is determined
exogenously by egalitarian, institutional or political considerations. For a fixed u,
we can obtain an efficient allocation by choosing hx , q , t j to maximize (3)j j j j51,2

subject to (2) and o t ; 0. The set of Pareto efficient allocations, excluding thej j

efficient allocations associated with u 5 0 and u 5 1, can then be derived by
straightforward application of the envelope theorem, namely, by varying u

between 0 and 1 and computing the efficient allocation associated with each
particular u value.

As we mentioned above, for a fixed u, an efficient allocation is characterized by
(2), o t ; 0 and the following two equations, provided the solution is interior:j j

1 2
uu (1 2u )ux x
] ]]]5 (4)n n1 2

1 2u uQ Q
] ]n 1 n 5 1 (5)1 1 2 2u ux x

Eq. (4) states that the center’s interregional transfer should equate the center’s
marginal utilities of income. Eq. (5) is the familiar Samuelson condition for
efficient provision of the pure public good.

2.2. Decentralized leadership

Consider the two-stage game where the regional governments are Stackelberg
leaders. The center determines its interregional income redistribution policy in the
second stage. The timing for the game is as follows:

1 1Stage 1. Regional government 1 chooses q to maximize u [( f (n ) 2 q 2 t ) /n ,1 1 1 1 1
0q 1 q ] subject to t 5 t (q , q ). Regional government 2 chooses q to1 2 1 1 1 2 2

2 2 0maximize u [( f (n ) 2 q 1 t ) /n , q 1 q ] subject to t 5 t (q , q ). Each2 2 1 2 1 2 1 1 1 2

regional government takes the other regional government’s choice as given.
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Stage 2. The center observes hq , q j and chooses t to maximize:1 2 1

f n 2 q 2 t f n 2 q 1 ts d s d1 1 1 2 2 11 2]]]] ]]]]uu , q 1 q 1 (1 2u )u , q 1 q (6)S D S D1 2 1 2n n1 2

We shall start by solving the second stage of the game. The first-order condition
in the second stage corresponds to Eq. (4). This equation can be used to define t1

as an implicit function of hq , q j:1 2

0
t 5 t q , qs d1 1 1 2

This function yields the following responses:

20 1 (1 2u )u≠t u1 u xQ1 xx1] ] ] ] ]]]5 u 2 2 (7a)F S D GxQ≠q n n nG1 1 1 2

10 2uu≠t u1 (1 2u )xQ1 xx 2] ] ]] ]] ]5 1 2 u (7b)F S DGxQ≠q n n nG2 1 2 2

1 2
uu (1 2u )uxx xx
]] ]]]where G ; 1 , 0.2 2n n1 2

A Nash equilibrium of the first stage is characterized by the following
3conditions:

1 0 1 0u ≠t u ≠tx 1 x 11 1] ] ] ]q u 2 1 1 5 0; q $ 0; u 2 1 1 # 0 (8a)F S DG F S DG1 Q 1 Qn ≠q n ≠q1 1 1 1

2 0 2 0u ≠t u ≠tx 1 x 12 2] ] ] ]q u 2 1 2 5 0; q $ 0; u 2 1 2 # 0 (8b)F S DG F S DG2 Q 2 Qn ≠q n ≠q2 2 2 2

The following result is now immediate.

Proposition 1. If hq . 0j in a Nash equilibrium of the first stage, thej j51,2

subgame perfect equilibria for the decentralized leadership game are Pareto
efficient.

Proof. Since efficiency condition (4) is satisfied in the second stage of the game, it
only remains to show that the Samuelson condition (5) is also satisfied. Assume
hq . 0j in a Nash equilibrium of the first stage. First-order conditions (9a)j j51,2

and (9b) imply that:

3We assume that the local sufficient second-order conditions are satisfied in the maximization
problems in the first stage of the game.
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1 0u ≠tQ 1
] ]n 5 1 1 (9a)1 1 ≠qu 1x

2 0u ≠tQ 1
] ]n 5 1 2 (9b)2 2 ≠qu 2x

Now, add Eqs. (9a) and (9b) to obtain:

1 2 0 0u u ≠t ≠tQ Q 1 1
] ] ] ]n 1 n 5 2 1 2 (10)1 1 2 2 ≠q ≠qu u 1 2x x

From Eqs. (7a) and (7b), we have:

0 0
≠t ≠t1 1
] ]2 5 2 1 (11)
≠q ≠q1 2

Substituting the result of Eq. (11) into Eq. (10) yields Eq. (5). h

It is easy to show that there is a continuum of equilibria with positive
contributions to the federal public good.

* * *Let hq . 0j in a Nash equilibrium of the first stage. Let Q* 5 q 1 q bej j51,2 1 2

the level of provision of the public good in this equilibrium. Then, a pair of
* * * * * *contribution levels (q *, q *), such that q * 5 q 1 a . 0 and q * 5 q 2 a .1 2 1 1 2 2

0 for some a . 0, is also a pair of Nash equilibrium quantities in the first stage.
Since contributions to the public good are perfect substitutes and each representa-
tive resident cares about the sum of contributions to the public good, there is a
continuum of Nash equilibria with positive contributions to the federal public
good. Hence, there is a continuum of subgame perfect equilibria with positive
contributions to the federal public good. As Proposition 1 demonstrates, each of
these equilibria is Pareto efficient.

An intuitive explanation for Proposition 1 is as follows. Although the positive
externality caused by provision of the public good encourages underprovision, the
transfer imposed by the central government creates incentives to increase public
good provision since, for a level of q , regional government 1 may raise the2

4transfer it will receive from the center by raising q . Indeed, Eq. (11) is the key1

condition underlying the efficiency of the subgame perfect equilibria. This
condition shows that the transfers implemented by the center induces both regional
governments to face their personalized Lindahl prices. In the sense explained

4We thank an anonymous referee for suggesting this intuitive explanation to us.
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above, the center is able to completely nullify the incentive of each regional
government of neglecting each other’s contribution to the pure public good. The
link with Lindahl pricing is interesting because it alerts us that our result has many
similarities with some results derived by Boadway et al. (1989a,b). These authors
show that the central government may be able to subsidize voluntary contributions
to a public good so that the aggregate amount of the public good provided is
Pareto optimal. In an economy with n contributors, the subsidy scheme that yields
efficient outcomes is characterized by per-unit subsidies that add up to n21,
provided that every contributor makes a non-zero contribution to the public good.
As they demonstrate, such subsidies can be viewed as Lindahl prices. Although
there are only two contributors in our model, it is striking to notice that the rule
that characterizes the set of efficient subsidies in Boadway et al. (1989a,b) also
follows from Eqs. (10) and (11); to see this, simply note from the right-hand side
of Eq. (10) that the Samuelson condition is satisfied if and only if n — which
equals 2 — plus the sum of the two partial derivatives — which equals minus 1 —

5holds. A key difference between this paper and Boadway et al. (1989a,b) is that
the center moves first in their models, while in ours, the center moves second.
Another key difference between this paper and Boadway et al. (1989b) is that
lump-sum transfers are generally neutral in their analysis while in ours they are
non-neutral. Indeed, in our model it is the non-neutrality of lump-sum redistribu-
tion that enables the center to induce the selfish contributors to behave efficiently!

Another useful interpretation for Proposition 1 is to demonstrate that it is, in
fact, a ‘Rotten Kid Theorem.’ Becker’s (1981) celebrated ‘Rotten Kid Theorem’
states that selfish kids internalize externalities within their family if they anticipate
that their benevolent parent, who cannot credibly precommit to incentive schemes,
will make income transfers to them contingent on their actions. By internalizing
externalities within the family, the selfish kids voluntarily implement their
benevolent parent’s most preferred allocation. In our setting, the central govern-
ment plays the role of a benevolent parent, who is unable to precommit to the
provision of the federal public good or Lindahl prices, and the regional govern-
ments play the role of selfish kids.

Bergstrom (1989) shows that Becker’s result goes through whenever selfish kids
possess quasilinear preferences and the benevolent parent, who cares about all his
kids, consider them to be ‘normal goods.’ Our Proposition 1 is a particular case of
a more general result presented in Cornes and Silva (1999a). Cornes and Silva
demonstrate that Becker’s result goes through also if the externality is of the pure

5It is straightforward to show that such a rule must also be satisfied in a more general model, with
n . 2 contributors to the public good. For a general version of our model with immobile residents, see
Cornes and Silva (1999a).
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public good (or bad) nature. Because of the perfect substitutability of contributions
to the pure public good, they obtain a Rotten Kid Theorem without assuming
quasilinearity of preferences.

2.3. Centralized leadership

The timing at which the interregional income transfers are effected is of extreme
importance for the efficiency result above. To see this, consider the two-stage
game where the central government is a Stackelberg leader. The timing for the

6game is as follows:

1 1 1 1Stage 1. The center chooses t to maximize (6) subject to q 5 q (t ), q 5 q (t ).1 1 1 1 2 2 1

1 1Stage 2. Regional government 1 chooses q to maximize u [( f (n ) 2 q 2 t ) /n ,1 1 1 1 1
2 2q 1 q ]. Regional government 2 chooses q to maximize u [( f (n ) 2 q 1 t ) /1 2 2 2 2 1

n , q 1 q ]. Each regional government takes the other regional government’s2 1 2

choice as given.

The Nash equilibrium of the second stage is characterized by the following
7conditions:

1 1u ux x1 1] ]q u 2 5 0; q $ 0; u 2 # 0 (12a)F G F G1 Q 1 Qn n1 1

2 2u ux x2 2] ]q u 2 5 0; q $ 0; u 2 # 0 (12b)F G F G2 Q 2 Qn n2 2

Assuming that hq . 0j , we obtain:j j51,2

ju Q
]n 5 1; j 5 1, 2 (13)j ju x

Eq. (13) tell us that this equilibrium violates the Samuelson condition (5). Eq. (13)
implicitly define the functions:

1q 5 q t ; j 5 1, 2s dj j 1

It is straightforward to show that:

6The implicit functions possess a superscript ‘1’ in order to distinguish them from the implicit
functions derived in the previous game.

7The sufficient second-order conditions are always satisfied in the maximization problems of the
second stage due to the strict concavity of the utility functions.
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1 1dq dq1 2
] ]5 2 1; and 5 1 (14)dt dt1 1

Hence:

1 11 dq dqdQ 1 2
]] ] ]5 1 5 0 (15)dt dt dt1 1 1

The first-order condition of the first stage is:

1 1 2 1
uu dq (1 2u )u dqx 1 x 2
] ] ]]] ]t 2 1 1 1 1 2F S DS D S DS D1 n dt n dt1 1 2 1

1dQ1 2 ]]1 uu 1 (1 2u )u 5 0 (16)S DGs dQ Q dt1

where:

2 1q 2 f n # t # f n 2 q (17)s d s d2 2 1 1 1

Inequalities (17) define the range of feasible transfer levels. They follow from the
requirement that x $ 0, j 5 1, 2. Given Eqs. (14) and (15), it should be clear thatj

the expression between square brackets in Eq. (16) is identically zero. Hence, any
feasible transfer level maximizes the center’s objective function. The results for
the centralized leadership game can be summarized as follows:

Proposition 2. The subgame perfect equilibrium for the centralized leadership
game is Pareto inefficient because it does not satisfy conditions (4) and (5). If
hq . 0j in the subgame perfect equilibrium, the interregional income policyj j51,2

of the central government is neutral.

`Proposition 2 presents a policy neutrality result a la Warr (1982). Provided that
hq . 0j in the subgame perfect equilibrium for the centralized leadershipj j51,2

game, such an equilibrium is essentially equivalent, in terms of efficiency, to the
Nash equilibrium of a simultaneous public good contributions game where both
players — i.e. the regional governments — make positive contributions to the
federal public good. It is, therefore, interesting to note that the efficiency of a
subgame perfect equilibrium for a two-stage game played between central and
regional governmental levels, where the center controls interregional income
transfers and the regional governments control contributions to a federal public
good, is extremely sensitive to the timing of the game. The center’s action of
precommitting to interregional income transfers is completely ineffective. The
regional governments’ actions of precommitting to positive contributions to a
federal public good — in the previous game — is, however, not only effective but
yields a Pareto efficient allocation of resources.
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3. The federal economy with mobile residents

Following Mansoorian and Myers (1993, 1997) and Wellisch (1994), we shall
now assume that individuals are mobile but attached to regions. If an individual

´n [ [0,1] resides in region 1 and consumes x units of the numeraire good and Q1

units of the public good, he gets the following utility:

1u x , Q 1 a(1 2 n) (18)s d1

where a(1 2 n) represents his attachment benefit and a $ 0 denotes the attachment
intensity. If individual n resides in region 2 and consumes x units of the2

´numeraire good and Q units of the public good, he gets the following utility:

2u x , Q 1 an (19)s d2

Individuals are perfectly mobile if a 5 0. As a increases from zero, individuals
become less mobile. If a becomes sufficiently large, no individual will find it
advantageous to move. With immobile residents, the model is essentially equiva-
lent to the model of the previous section. In most of what follows, we shall assume
that residents are imperfectly mobile; that is, a . 0 but a is not sufficiently large to
prevent every resident from moving.

A migration equilibrium is obtained when:

1 2u x , Q 1 a 1 2 n 5 u x , Q 1 an (20)s d s d s d1 1 2 1

While each individual n [ [0, n ] is at home in region 1, each individual n [ [n ,1 1

1] is at home in region 2. Since each resident of region j, j 5 1, 2, faces the budget
constraint (2), Eq. (20) can be rewritten as

1f n 2 q 2 ts d1 1 11 ]]]]]u , q 1 q 1 a 1 2 nS D s d1 2 1n1

2f 1 2 n 2 q 1 ts d1 2 12 ]]]]]]5 u , q 1 q 1 an (21)S D1 2 11 2 n1

where, in writing Eq. (21), we have already made use of the facts that n 5 1 2 n2 1

and o t ; 0.j j

In this section, we shall only consider two governmental regimes; namely, a
regime where the center controls all policy instruments and a decentralized
leadership regime where the regional governments precommit to contributions to a
federal public good and the center effects interregional income transfers after
observing such contributions. We will not consider the centralized leadership
game, where the center precommits to interregional transfers, because its subgame
perfect equilibrium is generally inefficient.
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3.1. Pareto efficiency

The center chooses hq , q , t , n j to maximize:1 2 1 1

1f n 2 q 2 ts d1 1 11 ]]]]]uu , q 1 qS D1 2n1

2f 1 2 n 2 q 1 ts d1 2 12 ]]]]]]1 (1 2u )u , q 1 q (22)S D1 21 2 n1

subject to (21). Even though (22) ignores individual attachment benefits, its
maximization subject to (21), which includes individual attachment benefits,
characterizes a Pareto efficient allocation for a given weight u. Any change in

1 2location must be accompanied by an increase in either u or u ; otherwise, it
would not be made. This straightforward revealed preference argument explains
why a Pareto efficient allocation must maximize (22) (see, for example, Wellisch,
1994, p. 171).

Let l be the Lagrangian multiplier associated with constraint (21). Assuming
that the solution to the center’s problem is interior, an efficient allocation, given u,
is characterized by (2), (21) and the following equations:

1 2 1 2
uu (1 2u )u u ux x x x
] ]]] ] ]2 1 1 l 1 5 0 (23)S Dn n n n1 2 1 2

1 1(u 1 l)u ux x1 2 1 2]]] ]2 1uu 1 (1 2u )u 1 l 2 u 1 u 5 0 (24)S DQ Q Q Qn n1 1

1 1 2 2 1 1 2 2
uu f 2x (12u )u f 2x u f 2x u f 2xs d s d s d s dx n 1 x n 2 x n 1 x n 2
]]]] ]]]]] ]]] ]]]2 2l 1 22a 50S Dn n n n1 2 1 2

(25)

Combining (23)–(25) yields the Samuelson condition (5) and the following
condition, which tells us how the population should be distributed between the two
regions:

1 2u n uns d 1 21 2 ]]] ]f 2 x 2 f 2 x 5 2a 2 (26)s d s dn 1 n 2 S 1 2 Du ux x

Eq. (26) is the familiar efficient population distribution condition of models where
residents are attached to regions (see, for example, Mansoorian and Myers, 1993,
1997 and Wellisch, 1994).
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3.2. Decentralized leadership

The key analysis of this paper is the decentralized leadership game with
imperfect labor mobility. This is a three-stage game whereby the regional
governments, acting as Stackelberg leaders, precommit by selecting their contribu-
tions to the federal public good prior to the interregional income redistribution
policy of the center. The center determines its interregional income redistribution
policy in the second stage of the game, after observing the public good
contributions chosen by the regional governments and in anticipation of location
choices made by residents. Residents make their location choices after they
observe both contributions to the federal public good and interregional transfers.

8Formally, the timing for the game is as follows:

1 1Stage 1. Regional government 1 chooses q to maximize u [( f (n ) 2 q 2 t ) /n ,1 1 1 1 1
2 2q 1 q ] subject to t 5 t (q , q ) and n 5 n (t (q , q ), q , q ). Regional1 2 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 2 1 2

2 2government 2 chooses q to maximize u [( f (n ) 2 q 1 t ) /n , q 1 q ] subject2 2 2 1 2 1 2
2 2to t 5 t (q , q ) and n 5 n (t (q , q ), q , q ). Each regional government takes1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 2 1 2

the other regional government’s choice as given.

Stage 2. The center observes hq , q j and chooses t to maximize (22) subject to1 2 1
2n 5 n (t , q , q ).1 1 1 1 2

Stage 3. After observing the choices made in Stages 1 and 2, residents select their
preferred residential locations.

The migration equilibrium Eq. (21) enables us to define the implicit function:

2n 5 n t , q , q (27)s d1 1 1 1 2

provided that the derivative of (21) with respect to n :1

1 2u ux x1 2] ]D ; f 2 x 1 f 2 x 2 2a (28)s d s dn 1 n 2n n1 2

is non-zero. Since we wish to examine situations where the migration equilibrium
is stable, we shall assume henceforth that D , 0. A straightforward exercise in
comparative statics yields the following responses:

1 2u ux x
] ]12

≠n n n1 1 2
] ]]]5 , 0 (29a)
≠t D1

8The implicit functions display a superscript ‘2’ in order to distinguish them from the functions
utilized in the previous games.
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1ux2 1 ]u 2 u 12 Q Q≠n n1 1
] ]]]]5 (29b)
≠q D1

2ux2 1 ]u 2 u 22 Q Q≠n n1 2
] ]]]]5 (29c)
≠q D2

For future reference, note that:

2 2 2
≠n ≠n ≠n1 1 1
] ] ]5 2 (30)
≠t ≠q ≠q1 1 2

Let us now examine the resource allocation in the second stage of the game.
Assuming an interior solution, we obtain the following first-order condition in the

9center’s maximization problem:

1 2 2 2
uu ≠n (1 2u )u ≠nx 1 x 11 2] ] ]]] ]f 2 x 2 1 1 1 2 f 2 x 5 0 (31)s d s dS D S Dn 1 n 2n ≠t n ≠t1 1 2 1

Combining (31) with (29a) yields the efficient population distribution condition
(26). We utilize (26) to define the implicit function:

2
t 5 t q , q (32)s d1 1 1 2

A straightforward exercise in comparative statics yields the following important
result:

2 2
≠t ≠t1 1
] ]2 5 2 1 (33)
≠q ≠q1 2

Eq. (33) is identical to Eq. (11), even though the implicit functions differ. We may
conclude from this that the nature of the center’s incentives in this decentralized
leadership game with labor mobility is equivalent to its incentives in the
decentralized leadership game with immobile labor.

In the first stage of the game, the regional governments choose their contribu-
tions to the public good taking into account the implicit functions (27) and (32).
Assuming that hq . 0j , the first-order conditions that characterize the Nashj j51,2

10equilibrium in the first stage are as follows:

9We assume that the local sufficient second-order condition is satisfied in the maximization problem
of the second stage.

10We assume that the sufficient second-order conditions are satisfied in the maximization problems of
the first stage.
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1 2 2 2 2u ≠t ≠n ≠n ≠tx 1 1 1 11 1] ] ] ]]u 2 1 1 2 f 2 x 1 5 0 (34a)s dS S DDQ n 1n ≠q ≠q ≠t ≠q1 1 1 1 1

2 2 2 2 2u ≠t ≠n ≠n ≠tx 1 1 1 12 2] ] ] ]]u 2 1 2 1 f 2 x 1 5 0 (34b)s dS S DDQ n 2n ≠q ≠q ≠t ≠q2 2 2 1 2

We shall now show that these equations imply the Samuelson condition (5).
From (30) and (33), it follows that:

2 2 2 2 2 2
≠n ≠n ≠t ≠n ≠n ≠t1 1 1 1 1 1
] ]] ] ]]1 5 1 (35)S D S D
≠q ≠t ≠q ≠q ≠t ≠q1 1 1 2 1 2

Subtract (34a) from (34b), utilize (35) and rearrange to obtain:

2 2 2 2 2 2u u ≠t ≠n ≠n ≠tx x 1 1 1 12 1 2] ] ] ] ]]u 2 u 2 5 2 2 f 2 x 1s dS S DDQ Q n 2n n ≠q ≠q ≠t ≠q2 2 2 2 1 2

1 2 2 2 2u ≠t ≠n ≠n ≠tx 1 1 1 11] ] ] ]]2 1 1 2 f 2 x 1 (36)s dS S DDn 1n ≠q ≠q ≠t ≠q1 1 2 1 2

Utilizing (33) and rearranging, Eq. (36) can be rewritten as follows:

2 1 2 2u u u ≠tx x x 12 1 ] ] ] ]u 2 u 2 5 2 1S DQ Q n n n ≠q2 1 2 2

1 2 2 2 2u u ≠n ≠n ≠tx x 1 1 11 2] ] ] ]]1 f 2 x 1 f 2 x 1 (37)s d s dS DS Dn 1 n 2n n ≠q ≠t ≠q1 2 2 1 2

Divide both sides of (37) by D:

2 1 2u u ux x x2 1 ] ] ]u 2 u 2 1 2Q Q n n n ≠t2 1 2 1
]]]] 1]]]2]5 2D D ≠q2

1 2u ux x1 2] ]f 2 x 1 f 2 xs d s d 2 2 2n 1 n 2n n ≠n ≠n ≠t1 2 1 1 11]]]]]]]]2 ] ]]1 1S DD ≠q ≠t ≠q2 1 2

(38)

Given (28), (29a) and (29c), we may rewrite Eq. (38) as follows:

2 2 2 2 2 2
≠n ≠n ≠t ≠n ≠n ≠tD 1 2a1 1 1 1 1 1
] ]] ]] ] ]]S D1 5 1S D
≠q ≠t ≠q D ≠q ≠t ≠q2 1 2 2 1 2

Hence:
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2 2 2
≠n ≠n ≠t2a 1 1 1

] ] ]]1 5 0S DD ≠q ≠t ≠q2 1 2

or
2 2 2

≠n ≠n ≠t1 1 1
] ]]1 5 0 (39)S D
≠q ≠t ≠q2 1 2

because 2a /D ± 0. Given (35) and (39), Eqs. (34a) and (34b) can be rewritten as
follows:

1 2u ≠tQ 1
] ]n 5 1 1 (40a)1 1 ≠qu 1x

2 2u ≠tQ 1
] ]n 5 1 2 (40b)2 2 ≠qu 2x

Add Eqs. (40a) and (40b) and utilize (33) to obtain the Samuelson condition (5).
The results for the decentralized leadership with imperfect labor mobility are

summarized in Proposition 3:

Proposition 3. Given our modeling assumptions, the subgame perfect equilibria
for the decentralized leadership game with imperfectly mobile residents is Pareto
efficient provided that hq . 0j .j j51,2

Proposition 3 is good news for the EU. The interregional transfers associated
with the implementation of structural and cohesion policies in the EU obey the
principle of ‘additionality,’ whereby the central government offers additional
resources to advance structural and cohesion policies designed and executed by
national governments. Proposition 3 says that, provided the center effects
interregional transfers in response to regional policies — such as the structural and
cohesion policies — imperfect labor mobility, an inherent characteristic of the
EU’s economy, is not an impediment for efficient policy making at the regional
governmental level.

Intuitively, Proposition 3 holds because the transboundary externalities are fully
internalized prior to location decisions. As we discussed in the Section 1, the
works of Mansoorian and Myers (1993, 1997) and Wellisch (1994) teach us that
household attachment matters for efficiency only if location choices are made in
the presence of transboundary externalities. In our decentralized leadership game,
the interregional redistribution policy of the center has the power of completely
nullifying the regional governments’ incentives to underprovide the public good —
as explained in the previous section. Therefore, when it comes time for individuals
to decide where they should establish their residences, in the third stage of the
game, the externalities have already been fully internalized. In this sense, our
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framework essentially collapses to the framework utilized by Mansoorian and
Myers (1993), whereby location decisions are made in absence of transboundary
externalities and the implied equilibrium allocation is efficient.

An immediate implication of this intuitive argument is that any subgame perfect
equilibrium with positive contributions is Pareto efficient regardless the degree of
labor mobility:

Theorem 1. For the decentralized leadership game, any subgame perfect
equilibrium with positive contributions is Pareto efficient regardless the level at
which residents are attached to regions.

Proof. In light of Propositions 1 and 3, we need only prove that any subgame
perfect equilibrium, with positive contributions, for the decentralized leadership
game is Pareto efficient when a 5 0. If a 5 0, the first-order condition of the
second stage is:

1 2f 2 x 2 f 2 x 5 0 (41)s d s dn 1 n 2

Assuming that hq . 0j , the first-order conditions for the first stage can bej j51,2

rewritten as follows:
1 2 2 2 2u ≠t ≠n ≠n ≠tQ 1 1 1 11] ] ] ]]n 2 1 1 2 f 2 x 1 5 0 (42a)s dS S DD1 1 n 1≠q ≠q ≠t ≠qu 1 1 1 1x

2 2 2 2 2u ≠t ≠n ≠n ≠tQ 1 1 1 12] ] ] ]]n 2 1 2 1 f 2 x 1 5 0 (42b)s dS S DD2 2 n 2≠q ≠q ≠t ≠qu 2 2 1 2x

Given (33), (35) and (41), we obtain the Samuelson condition (5) by adding up
Eqs. (42a) and (42b). h

4. Conclusions

We have shown that in a federation such as the EU, characterized by
decentralized leadership and imperfect labor mobility, regional provision of federal
public goods may be Pareto efficient. Theorem 1, indeed, tells us that a
decentralized leadership game, whereby regional governments precommit to
contributions to a federal public good in anticipation of the center’s interregional
income policy and subsequent labor mobility, has efficient subgame perfect
equilibria as long as the regional governments provide positive amounts of the
public good. This important result does not depend on the regional attachment
benefits derived by the residents of the federation.

It is important, however, to discuss two limits of our analysis. First, it is
straightforward to show that Proposition 1 (hence, Theorem 1) does not hold when
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the public goods generating the interregional externalities are not perfectly
substitutable. In the absence of the perfect substitutability property, condition (11)
fails and the regional governments are not induced to face their Lindahl prices.
Apparently, the problem is that the sole policy instrument controlled by the center
— the interregional transfer — is not sufficient to induce the regional governments
(our rotten kids) to fully internalize the externalities. This seems to be the case
because it is possible to obtain Rotten Kid Theorems for impure public good
externalities if the center’s set of policy instruments is properly enlarged (see, for
example, Cornes and Silva, 1999b). This finding motivates us to examine in future
work the circumstances under which the center is able to induce rotten kids to
fully internalize general interregional externalities in federations characterized by
decentralized leadership and imperfect labor mobility.

Second, Theorem 1 may also be sensitive to our assumption that all income
generated within a region accrues only to residents of that region, on an equal

11per-capita basis. If migrants retain possession of their non-human wealth when
they move from one place to another, as appears to be commonplace, migrants and
non-migrants will typically be heterogeneous. In a model where households are
heterogeneous within regions, regional governments as well as potential migrants
may face incentives that are completely distinct from the ones examined here. It is
possible that Theorem 1 would not survive in this more complex setting. This is
another interesting agenda for future work.
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